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CONTEMPORARY WEAVINGS

BY ERIKA HEWSTON
by Honor Wilkinson, curator of collections and exhibitions for the Freedman Gallery

Erika Hewston (b. 1994) is a textile artist who creates hand-woven, threedimensional tapestries with materials ranging from yarn, fabric and ribbon,
to rope, tulle and newspaper. While Hewston refers to her weavings as
tapestries — traditionally understood to be flat weavings with non-repetitive or
figural patterns — her manipulation of the fiber’s three-dimensional surface
creates bulging protrusions and free-hanging fringe, coalescing into textural
topographies that engage the viewer’s visual and tactile senses.1 Historically,
weaving was valued for its structure, order and neatness, which are products
of the loom — a tool and temporary support that stabilizes the gridded warp/
weft weaving pattern. Hewston’s weaving practice, however, uses the loom
to create a sense of wildness, with strings, yarn, ribbons and strips of ripped
fabric hanging loosely from the tightly woven segments. Her tapestries are
not flat or pictorial; they are abstractions that continually refer back to the
materials of which they are made, celebrating the distinct textural and formal
characteristics of each filament.
Hewston’s abstract compositions and her accentuation of medium align
with the Fiber Arts tradition that emerged in the 1960s and 1970s. “Fiber
artists,” as they were termed in this era, are characterized by “the desire
to magnify scale and formal structure to enhance the visual interest of the
abstract surface ... and the wish to utilize materials outside the utilitarian
imperatives of the textile industry,” writes curator Elissa Auther.2 Fiber artists
of the period strayed from the conventional understanding of textiles as
functional objects and used traditional methods like coiling, wrapping,
braiding and knotting to create abstract artwork designed to be viewed.3 An
example of this can be seen in the work of leading fiber artist, Neda Al-Hilali
(b. 1938), whose large-scale work “Marduke” is in the Freedman Art Gallery
collection. It was during this time that textile and fiber artwork began to be
discussed as contemporary art rather than traditional craft.4
In the early stages of her career, Hewston’s embrace of the malleable
medium, her skill in composition, and her utilization of gravitational force have
created a sculptural body of work. The integral roles of gravity and color as
tools and concepts are apparent in both the tapestries’ suggestion of nature
and the tapestries’ exploration of artistic mediums.

Her compositional choices transform many of her weavings into biomorphic
forms (e.g., “Quarantine,” “Indigo Corner” and “Porcupine”), evoking parallels
to flowing waterfalls, rugged cliffs, gaping canyons, dripping stalactites,
dangling Spanish moss, rough lichen, creeping mold and corroding rust — all
forms of nature’s power, growth and decay. Her works “Ink,” “Colorsplash No. 1”
and “Colorsplash No. 2” replicate the physical properties of artistic mediums
under the force of gravity. In reference to her work “Inked,” she says, “The color
drip weaves are inspired by two main things: the way dyes dilute and separate
as the dye travels across fibers, and the way large amounts of paint drips
down a vertical surface. These weavings go from a saturated bold color to a
muted/pale color representing dye properties and the fringe weave portrays
the dripping nature of paint.”5 In the description of the colorsplash weavings,
Hewston says that they “explore further the way that paint can be spread on a
canvas and then drip down the surface.”6 Utilizing color to denote matter (e.g.,
“Colorsplash No. 1” and “Colorsplash No. 2”), artistic medium (e.g., “Graphite”
and “Ink”) and depth (e.g., “Indigo Corner”), Hewston traverses the boundaries
of medium in her endeavor to convey the viscosity of paint and the dilution of
ink through the painstaking process of loom weaving.

From the drip of paint, to the drip of stalactites, Hewston’s color gradations and
juxtapositions, coupled with the tapestries’ freedom of form, spark personal
associations and prompt, as she intends, “an escape for the viewers.”7
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Image above: “Quarantine,” 2020, yarn, fabric, rope, string, 144 x 84 x 5 inches, image courtesy of artist.

